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AN "EXTRA" LAW FOR CHARACTERIZING
MOUFANG LOOPS

ORIN CHEIN AND D. A. ROBINSON

Abstract. Let (G, ) be any loop and let A, <5, a be mappings of

G into G so that xX=xx6=x(xa.x) for all xEG. It is shown that

the following conditions are equivalent: (a) (xyz)xa=x(y(zxtt.))

for all x, y, zeG, (b) (G, •) is Moufang and x6 is in the nucleus of

(G, •) for all x£G, (c) (xy)(zx^)=(xyz)xk for all x, y, zSG. In

particular, a loop (G, •) is extra in that (xy ■ z)x=x(y ■ zx) for all

x, y, zEG if and only if it satisfies the A/3-law in that (xy)(zx') =

(x yz)x3 for all x, y, zEG.

1. Introduction. F. Fenyves [3], [4] calls loops (G, •) with the property

that (xyz)x-x(yzx) for all x, y, zeG extra loops and shows that extra

loops are necessarily Moufang. (Since commutative extra loops are

associative, it is clear that there exist Moufang loops which are not extra.

For constructions of extra loops see D. A. Robinson [6] and, in view of

Corollary 2, see also O. Chein and H. Pflugfelder [2].) In this note we

generalize Fenyves' result and at the same time provide what one might

call an "extra" characterization of Moufang loops. Specifically, by virtue

of our Theorem and Corollary 1, a loop (G, •) is Moufang if and only if

there is a mapping a of G into G so that

(1) (xy ■ z)xa. = x(y(z • xx))

for all x, y, zeG. This particular result was announced by D. A. Robinson

in a preliminary report (Notices Amer. Math. Soc. 18 (1971), Abstract

683-A10).
H. Pflugfelder [5] calls a loop (G, •) an A/-loop provided that there is a

mapping Ä of G into G such that

(2) (xy)(z ■ x?.) = (x ■ yz)xA

for all x, y, zeG and proves that M-Ioops are Moufang. More precisely,
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she establishes what we shall refer to here as

Pflugfelder's Theorem. Let (G, ■) be a loop whose nucleus is denoted

by N(G, ■) and let X and d be mappings of G into G such that xX=x-xd for

all xeG. Then (2) holds for all x, y, zeG if and only if(G, •) is Moufang and
xdeN(G, -)for all xeG.

Furthermore, she calls (2) the M;.-law for loops and also the M^-law,

where A is a positive integer, provided that X is a power mapping of the

form X:x^-xk. From Pflugfelder's Theorem it is evident that groups are

precisely those Moufang loops which satisfy the M2-law, a fact also

mentioned in [2].

Our main purpose here is to clarify (see Theorem) the fundamental

connection between the Pflugfelder identity (2) and our identity (1). We

are then able to show (see Corollary 2) that extra loops are, in reality,

exactly those Moufang loops for'which the M3-Iaw holds.

2. Main result. In what follows (G, •) is a loop whose identity element

is denoted by 1 and whose nucleus is denoted by N(G, ■). For each xeG

let xJ be that unique element in G with the property that x xJ= 1. Clearly

/ is a one-to-one mapping of G onto G so the inverse mapping J~l exists.

It is easy to show that, for each xeG, xJ~x is that unique element in G so

that xJ~ux**h For the most part we have adopted a terminology and a

notation consistent with that of R. H. Brack [1]. With this in mind we state

and prove the following

Theorem. Let (G, •) be a loop and let X, d, a be mappings of G into G so

that xX=x-xd=x(xx-x) for all xeG. Then the following conditions are

equivalent:

(a) Identity (1) holds for all x, y, zeG.

(b) (G, •) is Moufang and xdeN(G, -)for all xeG.
(c) Identity (2) holds for all x, y, zeG.

Proof. The equivalence of (b) and (c) is immediate from Pflugfelder's

Theorem.

(a) implies (b): Assume statement (a). Letting x=yj~1 in (1), we see that

z-yJ^x^yJ^iyiz-yJ^a.)) for all y, zeG. But, for each fixed yeG, the

mapping z—>z-yJ~^v. maps G onto G so, in fact, we have z=yj~1-yz for

all y, zeG. Hence, (G, •) satisfies the left inverse property. Thus, yJ=

yj^1(yyj)^=yj~1 for all yeG %oJ=J~1. Using this information and setting

z=yJ in (1), we see that (xyyf)xa=x(y(yj-xa.))=x-xa. for all x, yeG.

Hence, xyyJ=x for all xeG and so (G, ■) also satisfies the right inverse

property. In other words, if (a) holds, then (G, •) is an inverse property

loop.
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Now in (1) replace z by z-xxJ to get

((xy)(z ■ xxJ))xx = x( v((z • xaJ) ■ xx)) = x ■ yz

for all x, y, zeG and so by the inverse property we have (xy)(z-xxJ)=

(x-yz)xxJ for all x, y, zeG. Hence, (G, •) satisfies the A/fl-law where

6=xJ. Then, by Pflugfeldens Theorem, (G, •) must be Moufang and xpe

N(G, •) for all xeG where xp is such that xd=x-xp for each xeG. But

since (G, •) is an inverse property loop it follows (see Bruck [1, p. Ill])

that (xy)J=yJ:xJ for all x, yeG and so xpJ—xQJ-x=xx-x for all xeG.

Hence, (G, •) is Moufang and xd=xx-xeN(G, •) for all xeG. Thus, (b)

holds.
(b) implies (a): Assume statement (b). Since (G, •) is then Moufang, the

inverse property holds (see Bruck [1, p. 115]) and so once again (xy)J=

yJ xJ for all x, yeG. Now, just as above, let 8 = oJ. But xd=xx-xeN(G, ■)

for all xeG implies that xJ-xd==xJ-xxJ=(xx-x)JeN(G, •) for all xeG.

Hence, Pflugfeldens Theorem is applicable and allows us to conclude that

the A/s-law holds. Replacing z by z-xx in the A/fl-law, we see that

(xy)((z ■ xx)x6) = (x(y(z ■ xx)))xd

for all x, y, zeG. This last observation, in conjunction with the inverse

property, indicates that

xy • z — (xy)((z ■ xx)xxJ) = (xy)((z • xx)xd)

= (x(y(z ■ xx)))x6

= (x(y(z ■ xx)))xxJ  for all x, y, z e G.

One final appeal to the inverse property now yields {xyz)xx =x(y(z-xx))

for all x, y, zeG. Hence, (a) holds and the proof is complete.

The following applications of the preceding theorem are of interest.

Corollary 1.  A loop (G, •) is Moufang if and only if

(3) (xy ■ z)xJ = x(y(z ■ xJ))

for all x, y, zeG.

Proof. This follows directly from the Theorem by choosing xx=xJand

xX=x(xJ-x)=x for all xeG. (The last equality holds since each of con-

ditions (a) and (c) of the Theorem implies that (G, •) is Moufang and,

hence, that xJ x= \ for all xeG.)

Corollary 2.   For any loop (G, •) the following conditions are equivalent:

(a') (G, •) is an extra loop.

(b') (G, •) is Moufang and x2eN(G, -)for all xeG.

(c') The Mylaw holds for (G, •)•
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Proof. This is also an immediate consequence of the theorem for the

special case xx=x, xd=x-x=x2, and xX=x-x2=x'i for all xsG. (Note

that the equivalence of (a') and (b') has also been proved by Fenyves [4,

Theorem 1].)
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